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Background: The 2018-19 winter produced a significant amount of snowpack which may impact our 
spring runoff. With this year's area snowpack reaching 142-162% of the 1981-2010 average, staff wanted
to provide Council and the community updated information on current conditions and the availability of 
sandbags for use by the community.  As spring temperatures continue to rise, runoff has the potential to 
increase quickly.  The higher than normal snow pack doesn’t necessarily mean flooding is imminent, 
however. This year's snowpack melt pattern continues to follow a similar pattern to that observed in 1998, 
which is an overall slightly slower rate than the 30-year average (1981-2010).  

As of May 28, National Weather Service (NWS) reports temperatures will remain below seasonal 
averages through the end of the week, with average temperatures forecast for the weekend.  We should 
see scattered/isolated showers towards end of week, with only minimal if any snow accumulation at 
higher elevations.  The system is currently forecast to gradually change towards end of next week, with a 
high pressure ridge building into the area, bringing average to above-average temperatures towards end 
of next week, but no rapid temperature increases are forecast. As forecast, the recent active weather 
pattern increased the Snow-Water Equivalent at Thaynes Canyon and other higher elevations by about 2 
inches, and the duration and timeline of the active weather pattern has lasted into a period when 
seasonal daily temperatures tend to be higher – so there is potential for a higher volume of water to come
off the mountains in a short period of time, meaning creeks and streams in and around Park City, and the 
region, will continue running high, fast, and cold.

The Streets and Storm Water staff continues inspecting 27 key locations around the City twice per day for 
the duration of the spring runoff period. There has not been any significant debris loading observed at the 
locations inspected to date, however.  A leased excavator is pre-positioned at the top of Daly Avenue in 
the event rapid clearing of debris is required at that location.

In an effort to provide more context, current measurements follow:

The U.S. Department of Agriculture's snow telemetry (SNOTEL) site at Thaynes Canyon (located at 9230 
feet altitude) shows a Snow-Water Equivalent (SWE) of 22.0 inches, with a three-day average SWE melt 
rate of -0.1 inches per 24-hour period. As of May 28, the Brighton SNOTEL site (located at 8750 feet) 
was not reporting, so we have included the Snowbird SNOTEL site's readings for reference only.  As of 
May 28, that site (located at 9640 feet) currently shows a SWE of 47.1 inches, with a three-day average 
SWE accumulation rate of 0.4 inches per day. Chart measurements from these sites, and a comparison 
to average precipitation accumulation and past-year SWE values from 1981-2010 are included as 
Attachment A.  

Streamflow conditions from local gages operated by the U.S. Geological Survey indicate:

 McLeod Creek, located on the northwestern corner of Quarry Mountain along Highway 224,
currently at 6.8 feet, gage height fluctuating between 7.19 and 6.77 feet during the period of May 
18-28 (flood stage is 8.9 feet).  

 East Canyon Creek just north of I-80 and west of the Highway 40 overpass, currently at 5.8 feet, 
gage height fluctuating between 6.13 and 5.84 feet during the period of May 18-28 (flood stage is 
9.3 feet).

 Silver Creek near Silver Springs Junction, currently at 5.3 feet, gage height fluctuating between 
6.05 and 5.09 feet during the period of May 18-28 (flood stage is 9.0 feet).



Sandbags are available at Public Works to help respond to what could be a high water runoff year.  

Who: Park City residents and business. 

What: Park City residents and businesses for pick up with a limit of 25 prefilled bags (per address) with 
the option to fill additional bags themselves, free of charge, if needed. Home and business owners can 
help by inspecting ditches that run through their property, removing debris that might impede flow as well 
as removing rocks that they may have placed to make water features until end of spring runoff.

When:  In progress, and continuing through the duration of spring runoff.  

Where:  Public Works, 1053 Iron Horse Drive, 615-5320.  Please check in at the front desk.  A log will be 
kept to track quantity of bags provided to specific addresses and to assist the Stormwater team in 
investigating areas of possible flood and to attempt to resolve the issue(s).

Recommendation: 
This is informational and no recommendation is proposed at this time



Attachment A



Current Regional River Conditions as of 5/28

  




